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Padasalai.Net’s Special –Creative Questions 

12
th 

 - Chemistry –9.THERMO DYNAMICS-II 
MARKS:50               TIME:60 MINS 

I.CHOOSE THE CORRECT ANSWER:     15x1=15 

1.The first law of  Thermodynamics ----- the feasibility of energy transformation 

(a)Briefly explain       (b)Explain mathematically    

(c)Explain the basis of physics       (d)Does not explain 

2.If a reaction is spontaneous or not this is explained by the law of thermodynamic is 

(a)first law  (b)zero law  (c)second law        (d)third law 

3.cgs unit of entropy is 

(a)cal K-1 mol-1      (b)cal K-1        (c)J K-1        (d)cal mol-1 

4.Which of the following equation is correct 

(a)H=G-TS      (b)G=H-TS      (c)  G=            (d)G=V-TS 

5.If   >0 ,   <0 the reaction is  

(a)irreversible  (b)spontaneous (c)exothermic        (d)NOTA 

6.The normal boiling point of a liquid is 100 K. it assuming ideal behaviour ,the molar heat of 
vapourisation is  

(a)2100 kcal k-1 (b)2100 cal k-1  (c)2100 JK-1 mol-1 (d)2100 KJ k-1 mol-1 

7.Absorbs ‘q’ amount of heat and carries out ‘w’ amount of work,the internal energy change is    
(a)      (b)P)    (c)     (d) )    

8.The ratio of the heat involved or evolved to the function temperature is 

(a)V  (b) P  (c)G  (d)S 

9.In a system, the condition for spontaneity  

(a)   =+ve (b)   =-ve (c)   =+ve   (d)initial temperature is greater than final tempt., 

10.Generally spontaneous process disorder is 

(a)zero  (b)infinity  (c)increase  (d)decrease 

11.Which equation shows     decrease 

(a) 2N2O5---->4NO2 (b)PCl5---->PCl3 +Cl2 (c)2SO2+O2---->2SO3  (d)2HI<--->H2+I2 
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12.Calculation of standard entropy at 

(a)250 C & 10atm    (b)298 K & 1atm    (c)250K & 1atm    (d)250C & 2atm 

13.Which of the following statement is correct 

(a)S-path function  G-path function   (b)S-state function  G-state function 

(c)S-path function  G-state function   (d)S-state function  G-path function 

14.q=0 is  

(a)adiabatic process   (b)isothermal process   (c)open system   (d)closed system 

15.At the time of freezing water 

(a)     value decrease   (b)    negative value increase  

(c)    value increase   (d)    value increase 

II.Answer All The Questions:      5x3=15 

16.What is spontaneous process? Give example 

17.When does entropy increase in a process? 

18. Calculate the standard free energy change of the following reaction  

½H2 +½ I2--HI;   0=25.95 KJ/mol; standard entropies of HI, H2, I2 are 206.3, 130.6, 116.7 JK-1 
mol-1 

19.Give the conditions for spontaneity? 

20.Derive the equation for the maximum obtainable work from the system. 

III.Answer All The Questions:      4x5=20 

21.What is entropy change? How entropy change can be derived for following 

(i)Isothermal and isobaric process    (ii)Isothermal and isochoric process 

22.What is standard free energy? Calculate standard free energy of formation of H2O(l). T he 
standard enthalpy of formation of H2O(l) Is  -285.85 KJ and standard entropies of H2(g) , O2(g) , and 
H2O(l) are 130.5, 205.0 and 70.3 J K-1 mol-1 respectively. 

23.Define thermodynamic first law. Represent it mathematically. Write the limitations of first 
law of thermodynamic. 

24.Define Gibbs free energy. Explain the mathematical expression valid for constant 
temperature and pressure. 
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